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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report analyses data collected from six workshops exploring working in partnership and
community engagement in river catchments, hosted by the Rivers Trust in 2014. These workshops used
Ketso to gather ideas from 170 people involved in the Catchment Based Approach from across the UK.
Ketso is a hands-on toolkit for creative engagement, which allows every participant’s voice to be heard.
Section 1 provides an introduction to the Catchment Based Approach (CaBA), discusses social
learning and how it can be incorporated into CaBA and gives the context of the workshops. Section 2
gives an overview of the data and the approach used to analyse the 1341 ideas developed by
participants. Section 3 contains the analysis, organised around four key themes, described below.
The first theme, ‘Inclusive Stakeholder Engagement’ gives ideas about potential stakeholders
and ways to enhance inclusivity. Educating the local community about how CaBA is relevant to them was
seen as important. Participants in the workshops wrote about giving people/the community a sense of
ownership over actions and ideas. A future possibility that was marked as ‘important’ stated: ‘Visioningallowing groups to create a vision of their future aspirations for the catchment’. Events that can be held to
engage with stakeholders, and some specific ideas for engaging with young people are developed.
‘A Process with Momentum’ gives practical ideas about how to maintain momentum, such as
working in bite-sized chunks, finding a dynamic balance between planning and action (with an emphasis
on action, in particular action that leads to guaranteed wins and builds up to real change). A key
challenge was: ‘How to agree shared outcomes?’. The idea ‘Outcomes with multiple objectives’ came up
in each workshop, showing the need to plan together to achieve strategic synergies for multiple parties.
‘Communication and Publicity’ covers the need to raise awareness of the work that is going on
in the catchments, with a high number of categorised as ‘future possibilities’ suggesting that more can be
done in this area. This section ends with a discussion of the potential and challenges of social media.
The fourth theme ‘Alignment with CaBA Guidance’ shows that the thinking of those working at
the catchment level is broadly aligned with the guidance given for the CaBA process, with key concepts to
emerge in the analysis being: Inclusivity, Openness, Clarity, Trustworthiness, & Being Practical.
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1.0 THE CATCHMENT BASED APPROACH – CONTEXT
WATER FRAMEWORK DIRECTIVE (WFD) & THE CATCHMENT BASED APPROACH (CABA)
The European Water Framework Directive (WFD) was enacted in the year 2000 with the goal of
protecting and enhancing aquatic ecosystems (European Commission, 2000). The Common Strategy on
the Implementation of the WFD (CSI) called for active involvement of NGOs and civil society, so that
those affected by proposed initiatives could become participants in river basin management (European
Commission, 2001). On its website, the Environment Agency (2014) quotes Richard Benyon (Minister for
Natural Environment and Fisheries at the time) asserting that to improve water quality we should:
‘provide a clear understanding of the issues in the catchment, involve local communities in
decision-making by sharing evidence, listening to their ideas, working out priorities for action and
seeking to deliver integrated actions that address local issues in a cost effective way and protect
local resources’.
According to the Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA, 2011), working at the ‘right
scale’ makes pursuing multiple benefits possible, such as: improvements in water quality, enhanced
biodiversity and improved accessibility, whilst linking to economic and social priorities. In April of 2011,
DEFRA began a pilot program for the Catchment Based Approach (CaBA). In the CaBA policy
framework, DEFRA states, ‘We firmly believe that better coordinated action is desirable at the catchment
level […] and that this requires greater engagement and delivery by stakeholders at the catchment as well
as local level, supported by the Environment Agency and other organisations’ (DEFRA, 2013, p. 1). The
catchment level is effective because it is close enough to the local community to engage with local
concerns but is still bounded by the WFD. In 2013, DEFRA allowed organisations working within a
catchment to become officially recognised as a partnership, with one or more organisations acting as the
catchment’s ‘host’. DEFRA did not provide a template for the CaBA process because each catchment will
have its own unique problems, in addition to its own assets (DEFRA, 2013b). This allows each catchment
partnership to develop an approach that best suits its own situation whilst still receiving support from the
Environment Agency (EA) and DEFRA.
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SOCIAL LEARNING
Tippett et al. (2005) discuss the importance of social learning for the effective management of river
basins, whereby a range of different stakeholders make a concerted effort to understand the perspectives
of one another and embed this into the water management process. Mostert (1999) describes six
perspectives on water management (natural science, engineering, social optimism, law, decision-making,
& ethics) and warns that following any one perspective exclusively would limit an understanding of the
whole situation. He employs the Buddhist story of the elephant and (in this case) six blind men to illustrate
his point – each blind man understands the elephant through the part he touches, yielding many different
definitions (‘spear-like’, ‘snake-like’ … etc.). The stakeholders involved in a catchment will understand a
river through their own unique perspectives. Local residents may see it as asset for recreation, whilst
utility companies see it as a resource base and engineering problem and farmers see it as a resource as
well as a dynamic force affecting their work with the land. Social learning can allow for decision-making to
be based on the broadest possible range of perspectives, taking into account different types of knowledge
as well as the local context.
Social learning acknowledges the difference between ‘facts’ and the subjective ‘mental models’ of
individuals (Pahl-Wostl, 2002, p. 401). Through critical self-reflection, facts can replace misconceptions
and mental models can encompass a broader perspective of water management. Because water
management encounters problems that are unpredictable, an appropriate social learning process can
address problems with greater flexibility, whilst employing solutions that have more legitimacy in their
context (Pahl-Wostl, 2007).
Catchments are both unique and complex, and by not defining CaBA explicitly, DEFRA is allowing for
solutions to be built from the bottom up. For democratic planning to occur, Forester (1999) calls for
mediators that engage in value-creating negotiations and consensus-building. Though Forester was not
addressing the process of social learning directly, a catchment partnership might begin to incorporate
social learning into its process by taking on these responsibilities.
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PARTNERSHIPS AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IN OUR CATCHMENTS ‐ OVERVIEW OF THE
WORKSHOPS
In the spring of 2014, Mark Horton, the Trust Manager of Ballinderry Rivers Trust (Rivers Trust n.d.)
and Dr. Joanne Tippett, Lecturer in Spatial Planning at the University of Manchester and Founder of
Ketso (Ketso n.d.), led six workshops on ‘Stakeholder Engagement in River Catchments’. This was part of
a series of three 2-day training sessions in three different locations offered by the Rivers Trust (who are
providing support to catchment hosts and partners) offered to all catchment hosts nationally (CaBA
Knowledge Based n.d.). These training sessions aimed to develop the core skills needed for
implementing the Catchment Based Approach (CaBA). As an example of a stakeholder engagement
technique, a one-hour workshop using Ketso was held during the 3 hour training slots on Stakeholder
Engagement, and there were two such training slots at each location.
Dr. Joanne Tippett had been invited to run the workshops to provide training in key principles of
stakeholder engagement1 due to her experience in integrated catchment management with the Mersey
Basin Campaign and through the development and testing of Ketso with a wide range of stakeholders
and partners. The use of Ketso in the workshop was seen as both a means of allowing participants to
learn from each other and share good practice, and as a practical demonstration of a tool for
engagement, which has proved useful in the CaBA pilot in the River Wandle (Cascade, 2013; The
Wandle Trust, n.d.). Dr Bella Davies, Trust Director, Wandle Trust/South East Rivers Trust commented:
“We used Ketso for catchment planning on the River Wandle, with local community groups
and a range of other stakeholders. Starting from a position of ‘consultation fatigue’ within our
catchment, we wanted to use a tool which was different, engaging and fun. Ketso provided
the perfect answer and became an integral part of our catchment planning process.”

1

The slides containing these key principles of stakeholder engagement can be downloaded from:
http://www.ketso.com/resources‐downloads/available‐resources#Principles
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Figure 1 Dr. Bella Davies discussing the use of Ketso in CaBA pilot with the Wandle Trust

Overall, there were roughly 170 participants active in catchment management from across the UK in
the Ketso workshops. Participants were largely drawn from Catchment Hosts in addition to members of
CaBA partnership organisations and CaBA support organisations. Representatives from DEFRA and the
Environment Agency also participated in the workshops. The three locations were the London Wetland
Centre (Feb. 19, 2014), Martin Mere Wetland Centre (Feb. 25, 2014) and Slimbridge Wetland Centre
(March 18, 2014). The lead author of this report attended the first day of the training at Martin-Mere (the
day on which the Ketso workshops were held) as an observer, and typed up the results from each
workshop into the spreadsheet developed by Ketso for recording and analysing the results of workshops.
The topic of the Ketso workshop was ‘Partnerships and Community Engagement in our Catchments’.
Participants wrote their ideas about ‘what is working well’ in what they are already doing, ‘future
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possibilitties’, ‘challen
nges’ and ‘ne
ext steps’ to o
overcome the
e challenges on colour-co
oded leaves ((see
Figure 2Error! Referrence source
e not found..).
Figure 2 Leggend for Ketso leaves in workshop
p

Ketso Legend
L
for Workshop
p
Wha
at is workin
ng well?
Futu
ure possibiilities
Cha
allenges
Nexxt steps

Important
Movves us forw
ward
Area
a of disagrreement

Afterr writing theirr ideas, particcipants took tturns to read
d their ideas o
out loud, and
d placed them
m on the
Ketso wo
orkspace. Th
hey were con
nnected to on
ne of several branches (se
ee Figure 1), w
which gave tthemes to
help orga
anise and strructure the discussion. Th
hese themess were:


Working together to a
achieve outco
omes



Joining-u
up across secctors



Accessib
bility & reachiing the ‘hard to reach’



Sustainin
ng engageme
ent



Continuitty & learning over time

Blank bra
anches on th
he Ketso felt allowed for additional
a
the
emes to emerge in the disscussion.
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Coloured icons were used by participants to indicate what is ‘important’, what ‘moves us forward’,
areas of ‘disagreement’ and where there was a connection between leaves2. ‘Comments’ were written on
white comments cards and were commonly attached to other leaves. When an idea was noted as
important, or as an area of disagreement, a comments card was written explaining why this was the case.
When leaves are being quoted throughout the report, these symbols indicate the colour of the leaf and
whether or not there were icons attached to it. All participants were informed that their ideas would be
recorded and shared.
Figure 3 Participants placing leaves on the Ketso workspace

2

Blank icons could have an ‘A’ or a ‘1’ written on them and assigned to two separate leaves, indicating a
connection between them.
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2.0 RESULTS
OVERVIEW OF THE DATA
Altogether, 1341 ideas were recorded by participants on leaves. The workshops generated many
new ideas for stakeholder engagement in CaBA (471 ideas) and there was a lot to be said about what is
already working (319). Whilst numerous challenges were also discussed (271 ideas), many of the future
possibilities generated by participants directly addressed these challenges.
The following chart shows the breakdown of ideas by branch. The first five branches were pre-set on
each of the Ketso felts. Some groups opted to write their own title for the ‘blank’ branch.

Ideas By Branch
Working together to achieve outcomes
Sustaining engagement
Accessibility and reaching the 'hard to reach'
Joining up across sectors
Continuity and learning over time

1 What is working?

Blank

2 Future possibilities

Overarching
Tools

3 Challenges

Inspiration

4 Goals

Emerging Themes
Data & Information
Information Exchange/Sharing
Warmup
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

(Rivers Trust Ketso Workshops, 2014)

The branch ‘working together to achieve outcomes’ received the greatest number of ideas overall, and a
disproportionately high amount of grey leaves compared to the other branches. As the analysis will show,
much discussion related to involving new stakeholders in active roles. The theme that generated the
second highest amount of discussion was ‘sustaining engagement’, closely followed by ‘accessibility and
reaching the ‘hard to reach’’.
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APPROACH TO ANALYSIS
The complete felts, including leaves, comments and icons, from each workshop were entered into
a spreadsheet that has been designed for the analysis of Ketso data (Ketso n.d. (B)). Leaves that had
been placed together (as a string of ideas) by the workshop participants were given a joint code. In this
way, in the course of the analysis when leaves were sorted in different ways they could be traced back to
their original context.
In order to synthesise data across the different workshops, it was initially sorted so that all of the ideas
relating to the different branches could be read together. In order to organise the large amount of data,
leaves (ideas) were then tagged with categories. These categories were determined by the lead author of
this report, from an analysis of the raw data. 65 tags in total were developed from the initial analysis of the
entire data set. Each leaf was tagged up to three times. This allowed related ideas from across all six
workshops to be analysed together. The tags were established by examining each leaf sequentially and
asking, ‘what is this leaf discussing?’. No tags were predetermined, so that the first leaf generated the first
tag. The next leaf would either generate its own tag or be grouped along with a previous leaf or leaves.
The number of leaves pertaining to a tag varied considerably3. Table 1 shows the first 15 cells of the data
set with the initial set of tags.

3

For instance, the tag ‘Law’ contained 16 ideas whereas ‘Networking’ had over 70.
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Table 1 – Sample of Data
D
(Rivers T
Trust Ketso W
Workshops, 20
014)

B
Because
of the large num
mber of tags, the data wass filtered in tw
wo ways befo
ore further an
nalysis.
First, onlly the leaves with tags of a substantia
al frequency w
were analyse
ed. This helpe
ed ensure that a
particula
ar concern (su
uch as ‘Maintaining Momentum’) was shared by m
multiple actorss and was no
ot just
reflecting
g one individual’s opinion. Second, an
nalysis focuse
ed on themes that relate directly to the CaBA
4
process and stakeho
older engagement, omittin
ng more technical topics, such as ‘survveying’ and ‘data’
‘
.

The analysis section of the reportt examines th
he ideas that made it thro
ough these tw
wo filters, devveloping
key them
mes around e
each topic (w
which were in turn further refined
r
through the analyysis) and illusstrating
them with ideas writte
en on leavess by participants. When an
n idea from a leaf is quote
ed in the report, it is
n the following manner:
shown in

‘H
Holistic Catch
hment Appro
oach’

x8

4

The full data set may be obtained aat http://www
w.ketso.com/eexamples‐casee‐studies/envirronment‐
bility#CABA
sustainab
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This leaf icon indicates the colour of the leaf that the original comment was written on. In this case, the
participant meant the comment ‘Holistic Catchment Approach’ as a ‘future possibility’. Also, the
checkmark indicates that it is something that was highlighted by participants as an idea that ‘moves us
forward’. In the analysis, particular attention was paid to ideas with multiple icons by them.
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3.0 FIN DINGS
In the co
ourse of the a
analysis, fourr broad themes emerged from the tagss: ‘Inclusive S
Stakeholder
Engagem
ment’, ‘A Process with Mo
omentum’, ‘C
Communicatio
on and Publiccity’ and ‘Alig
gnment with CaBA
Guidancce’. This sectiion is divided
d into four subsections, ea
ach containin
ng a discussion of a categ
gory based
on the an
nalysis of its respective ta
ags. In the fo
ollowing table
e, each categ
gory rests abo
ove the tags that are
incorpora
ated into its d
discussion.

Incclusive Stakeholder
Engagement

A Prrocess with
Mo
omentum

Com
mmunication
n
and
d Publicity

Alignm
ment with
CaBA G
Guidance

 Netw
working

 Incre
emental Workk

 Pu
ublicity

 Princciples

 Enga
agement/Com
mmunity
 Own
nership/Empo
owerment
 Key Stakeholderrs
 Perssonal Engage
ement
 Youtth/Schools
 Even
nts

 Main
ntaining
Mom
mentum
 Planning
 Actio
on
 Conssensus and
Decissions

 So
ocial Media

 Self--reflection

The original tags werre a means to
o organise th
he data for an
nalysis. By grrouping them
m into broade
er
es, it is possiible to discusss the more g
general topiccs that the pa
articipants addressed in th
he
categorie
workshops. The discu
ussion is built from ideas written by th
he participantts and organised accordin
ng to the
process described ab
bove.

INCLUS IVE STAKEO
OLDER ENG AGEMENT
T
Two
ideas th
hat were high
hlighted as ke
ey future possibilities for ‘JJoining up accross sectorss’ were
‘E
Ecosystem S
Services’ x3 and

atchment Approach’ x8
8. This sugge
ests that
‘Holistic Ca

the very nature of Ca
aBA both dem
mands and allows for an iinclusive and
d integrated a
approach, as shown in
hasis placed on the need
d to
the emph

‘C
Collaborate’x2 and the comments:

catchme
ent joined up approach esssential to lon
ng term learn
ning and susttainability’
understa
and all issuess and sectorss engagemen
nt with everyo
one is key’

oss‘Cro
and

‘Need to

 Future ppossibilities thhat could
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e collaborativve way of worrking, which w
were highligh
hted as key ffor
bring furtther benefits from a more
‘sustainin
ng engagement’, were

‘Pooling of resource
es’ and

‘Pooling
g data/sharin
ng’.

T three bra
The
anches used
d to structure the discussio
on on the Ke
etso workspaces that relate most
closely to
o the theme of inclusivity were: ‘working together to
t achieve ou
utcomes’, ‘su
ustaining eng
gagement’,
and ‘acccessibility and
d reaching the ‘hard to rea
ach’’. These branches alsso attracted the
t greatest number of
n leaves in the
e discussion from across the six workkshops. There
e were a lot o
of ideas deve
eloped
ideas on
about the
e general the
eme of inclussion. The grey leaf, showing a challenge:

‘G
Giving everyo
one an

equal vo
oice’, reflects the fact that it can be diffficult to develop a fully incclusive proce
ess, but it is a
necessary componen
nt of social le
earning. Ideass about inclu
usivity came up
u in each off the worksho
ops, e.g.:
‘R
Recognise & value all forms of wisdom
m’ (London W
Wetland Centtre workshop
p)
‘IInclusive’ (Ma
artin Mere wo
orkshop)
‘A
Allow all view
ws to be hearrd’ (Slimbridg
ge workshop))
Including
g stakeholders in the CaB
BA process iss a fundamen
ntal compone
ent of the app
proach, and many
ideas we
ere generated
d as to how tthis can be done. Key ide
eas for improvving ‘accessiibility and rea
aching the
hard to reach’
r
that we
ere highlighte
ed by particip
pants include
ed:
‘E
Encourage a wider range
e of stakehold
ders to be inffluenced’
‘T
Train volunte
eers to do wa
alkover surveys’
‘G
Get community involved in building a picture of the
e issues’
‘A
All people/sta
akeholders know what the
e issues are’
‘T
Telephoning stakeholderss to gather viiews on prob
blems’
‘V
Videos and p
photos’
‘Increase com
mmunication outside of lan
ndowners e.g
g. urban area
as’
‘B
Buy-in from la
andowners to
o do something positive’
C
Collectively,
participants a
across the siix workshopss addressed tthe question of who to invvolve in
CaBA an
nd how they ccan be involvved. The stakkeholders me
entioned in th
he workshops were:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local community
Local Interest Groupss
Conserva
ation organissations
DEFRA, EA, Rivers Trust
T
NGOs
Sports S
Sector
Arts Sector
Busines
sses: Banks, Shell, Tesco
o, Finance se
ector
Local Bu
usiness
Water Co
ompanies
Farmers
Leisure: Anglers, Ca
anoeists, Fish
hing clubs
Local colleges, schoo
ols
Academiic institutionss
Other Eu
uropean riverr organisation
ns

Many of these stakeh
holders were mentioned o
on brown lea
aves, indicatin
ng that they are
a already playing
p
an
nt role. It wass noted, howe
ever, that it iss important to
o
importan

‘Ma
ake the effort to approach 'difficult'

stakeholders rather th
han concentrrating on entthusiastic one
es’ and
partners’

‘Be much more eclectiic in our

...– For non-environm
mental sectorss such as ‘sp
ports’ and ‘artts’, their role was still see
en as a

future po
ossibility. Bussinesses and
d the finance sectors were
e mentioned as possible
sources’, with a relate
ed idea:
health’

‘Broaden
n funding sea
arch outside o
of wildlife e.g
g. recreation / tourism /

. Furthermore, angleers and canoeeists could be engaged aas

local bussinesses could be asked tto

‘fundiing

‘pollution spotte
ers’ and

‘sp
ponsor a stretch of river’.

T worksho
The
ops highlighte
ed two imporrtant aspects of engagement with stakkeholders: firsstly,
identifyin
ng which stakkeholders are
e going to be
e the most relevant for either a particular action or CaBA in
general and
a secondlyy, determinin
ng the most e
effective way of reaching tthese stakeh
holders.
.

‘Identifying the ke
ey stakeholde
ers’  was written
w
both as
a ‘what is wo
orking well’ a
and as a

ge’. This mayy include
‘challeng

‘Getting the buy-in off key community leaders & influencerss’,

‘Identify[ing] Key farm
mers’, or

d owners mucch more invo
olved’
‘Get land

er were
stakeholders togethe
Agency’ and

. Two ideas foor bringing

‘linking com
mmunity to g
government o
organisationss – e.g. Envirronment

‘
‘Water
companies / farme
ers paired up
p on coach fo
or catchment visits’. ‘Personal

ment’ came u
up as both wh
hat is working
g well already and a futurre possibility::
engagem
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‘F
Face to face communicattion - site visiits - knock on
n doors’
‘P
Personal face
e to face eng
gagement’

A brown leaff showed

.

.

ous and new ssectors not in
nvolved with before’ as
‘Linking with numero

an area tthat is curren
ntly working w
well. This lea
af was followe
ed by a comm
ment stating,,

‘N
Need to

understa
and all issuess and sectorss - engageme
ent with everryone is key’. There was ssimilarity betw
ween the
positioning of the catchment host in relation to
o other stakeholders and the role of a mediator tha
at Forester
ne participantt wrote as so
omething thatt is working:
(1999) describes. On
s
s together’. A related idea
a to help achieve this wass to
to bring stakeholders

‘Hostt as a conduit and glue
‘D
Demonstrate the benefit

to individ
dual organisa
ations resultin
ng from their involvementt’. Another re
elated idea th
hat was highliighted as
importan
nt was the ne
eed to

‘Set the righ
ht example - decision makkers are thosse representiing

stakeholders taking p
part’  x3, showing that there
t
is a nee
ed for those involved to m
model the kin
nd of
partnership behaviou
ur that is requ
uired for holisstic catchmen
nt planning, a
as well as assking others tto do it.
E
Engagement
t with the loca
al communityy was freque
ently mentioned both as so
omething tha
at is
already w
working well,, and as a futture possibilitty. One of the
e few challen
nges discusssed regarding
g local
commun
nities was:

‘Local communities
c
don't know what
w
they can
n do to help ttheir river’ (Lo
ondon

Wetlandss Centre worrkshop). Idea
as from the other worksho
ops offer posssible solution
ns to this pro
oblem:
‘D
Discuss local concerns’ (M
Martin Mere workshop)
‘G
Get local groups to identiffy actions’

e workshop)
(Slimbridge

Ed
ducating the local commu
unity about ho
ow CaBA is relevant
r
to th
hem is importtant for enga
agement. A
catchme
ent partnership may be bu
uilt through
as throug
gh

‘Joinin
ng communitty groups bacck together’

, as well

‘Liinks with neig
ghbouring ca
atchments’ .
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An
n idea highlig
ghted as impo
ortant under the theme off ‘Continuity and learning over time’ was:
w
‘Form grroups within e
each parish/w
water body so local comm
munity can ca
arry forward ffor long term
m’  and
‘G
Get all parish
hes doing som
mething for their environm
ment’
has othe
er benefits, su
uch as servin
ng the key ne
eed to
can be e
encouraged through
reality’

‘monitor & share
s
change
es over time’’, which

‘Citizen sccientists to ch
heck rivers’

people in the monitoring’
‘Involving p

and

. Enccouraging su
uch local invo
olvement

,

‘Phone apps/augmented

.

Lin
nked to the id
dea of buildin
ng trust, a futture possibility stated

artnership
‘Joint acction, more pa

working to build trust 'face time'’ x2. Particip
pants in the w
workshop wro
ote about givving people/th
he
nity a sense o
of ownership over actionss and ideas. T
The leaf
commun

‘Crucial to lo
ong term successes’. A fu
uture possibility that was marked
m
as ‘im
mportant’

followed by
stated:

‘Sense of ownership’ was

‘Vision
ning- allowing
g groups to create
c
a visio
on of their futu
ure aspirations for the catchment’

.
Ussing events to engage witth stakeholde
ers was wide
ely discussed
d at the worksshops. As on
ne
participa
ant put it,

‘No brain
ner. Activity Day.’
D
Altogeth
her, 16 brown leaves, 24 green leavess and 1

commen
nt were record
ded that related to some sort of ‘event’ or ‘day’. Th
here was an array of purp
poses that
an eventt might serve
e. These inclu
uded:









B
Building awa
areness of the
e River/CaBA
A
F
Fostering a connection
c
to
o the river
E
Education
G
Getting the ccommunity involved
A
Action e.g. cllean-up dayss
L
Leisure – gettting families to the river
E
Events with kkey stakehold
ders e.g. farm
mers and water companie
es
E
Engagementt using art an
nd music

n several occcasions, wha
at one particip
pant would w
write as ‘whatt is working’ another
a
participant
On
would wrrite as a ‘futu
ure possibilityy’. This refleccts the way Ketso
K
allows participants
p
tto learn from each
other and
d exchange practice: idea
as that were already bein
ng practiced in some of th
he catchmentts could be
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and discussed among the
e participants. This allowe
ed others to le
earn from wh
hat is working
g and to
shared a
develop ideas for the
eir own catchments. The ffollowing tablle shows som
me of these related
r
ideas side-byside.

What Is Working

Future Possibilitie
es

‘Pie & Pint’

‘Pie & Pint’

‘Community pop up e
event in shop
pping centre’

‘Pop-u
up in shoppin
ng centres’

‘Clean up days’

‘Clean
n up events’

‘Awarene
ess days’

‘Riverr catchment a
awareness events’

‘Share and promote success’
s

‘Share
e and promo
ote success’

.

E
Engagement
t with youth was
w a popula
ar topic in the
e workshops, as is highlighted by this ccomment:
‘M
More meanin
ngful engagem
ment with the
e young’

. For all threee regions, engaging
e
with
h schools

is something that wass seen as wo
orking well. A
Additionally, tthere were m
many future possibilities ab
bout ways
to engag
ge with youth, including w
working with primary
p
schoo
ols, higher ed
ducation (inccluding MSc/P
PhD),
working with local colleges, an ag
gricultural colllege, and bu
usinesses (e.g. plumbing courses and B&Q).
Table 2 contains
c
idea
as for differen
nt ways of en
ngaging with youth.
Table 2 (R
Rivers Trust Ketso Workshops, 2014)

Educatio
on

Engagement

Ideas

‘River morphology in
scho
ool science ccurricula’

‘Involve sch
hools and
college in monitoring a local site
of river’

‘
‘Competition
s in schools’

‘Education in schools,
'fore
est schools' for
f rivers’

‘Develop a
an online
system fo
or schools ettc. to upload
mo
onitoring data
a etc.’

‘P
Produce scho
ools package
e’

‘Link pro
ojects to
edu
ucational currriculum’
‘Raising aw
wareness of
envvironmental isssues in
child
dren/next generation’

‘Educationa
al visits in
schools’
‘School vvisits to
'riversschool' and h
hatchery’

‘Literature/art/photo
on’
competitio
‘W
Writing poem
ms and songss’
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A PROC ESS WITH M
MOMENTU M
Maintain
ning momentu
um is key to keeping people’s interestt in the catchment, as is highlighted
h
byy this
challenge:

‘Pe
eople lose intterest if/when
n there is no measurable//noticeable e
effect in 2-3 yyears’. A

future po
ossibility attacched to this cchallenge sta
ated,

‘Always have
e guaranteed wins’. A lot of
o work

can be g
going on but that
t
does nott necessarilyy mean it feels like there iss momentum
m. A further id
dea in this
vein thatt was highligh
hted as impo
ortant was:

‘Offer ha
ands-on to evveryone and get to action
ns quickly’

x2

An important strand tto emerge in this discussiion was that of working in
n manageable incrementss (or bitesized chunks) in orde
er to consiste
ently produce
e results and hence mainttain momentu
um. This wass reflected
in this string of comm
ments from on
ne of the Marrtin-Mere workshops:
‘B
Bite off sizea
able chunks Timescales
T
(m
maintain inte
erest enthusia
asm)’
‘‘Divide into b
bite sized chu
unks’
‘‘But be aware
e of just doin
ng same thing
gs over and o
over’

en on brown lleaves (used at the Ketso
o workshop to
o consider ‘w
what is
That thesse commentss were writte
working well’) suggessts that working in this ma
anner had be
een successfful so far.
T relationsship between
The
n planning an
nd doing actio
on on the gro
ound is imporrtant for main
ntaining
momentu
um, and the need to find an appropria
ate balance b
between thesse two came up during the
e
workshop. The worksshop revealed that the pro
ocess of plan
nning is a point of contenttion. Planning can help
ucing duplica
ation of activitties and imprroving the effficiency of a project, thou
ugh too much
h planning
with redu
can stunt action in wh
hat was desccribed as ‘pla
an fatigue’.

g from the pla
an and into a
action’
’Moving
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hlighted as ‘im
mportant’.5 O
Overall, it see
ems that the p
proper balance contains m
more action than
t
was high
planning
g, with plannin
ng seen as a continuous process and reflection on
n action, rath
her than a sta
age that
mie action. Ide
eally a catchment can ha
ave
can stym

‘F
Flexible and adaptive
a
proje
ect plans’. Fiigure

illustrates an ideal relationship be
etween plann
ning and actio
on, using a syynthesis of d
data from the
workshops.
Figure 3 Dynamic balance off planning and acction

I was not seen as enoug
It
gh just to movve to actions, however, ass it is importa
ant to commu
unicate
about su
uccesses in o
order to maintain momenttum.

‘
‘Sharing
succcess stories’

was seen
n as

importan
nt in current p
practice, and two ideas th
hat were high
hlighted as future possibiliities, indicatin
ng
learning from this wo
orkshop, inclu
uded:

‘Take small steps, learn and pass on to others’ and

‘D
Demo benefits to justify fu
unds’ . A re
elated idea that emerged
d was
ways of w
working’

‘Look for diffferent

.

Forming a consensuss and making
g decisions a
about actionss seemed to present
p
manyy challengess, however,
these atttracted manyy green brown leaves as ssolutions to these challen
nges, for exam
mple:

5

DEFRA (2013b) has th
his tip: “Once you
y are makin
ng progress, yo
ou can scale u
up” (p. 12).
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‘L
Local decisio
ons leading to
o action’



‘U
Using availab
ble informatio
on to build co
ommon unde
erstanding’



A particu
ular challenge
e that was marked
m
as ‘important’ once
e and ‘moving us forward’ three times was,
‘H
How to agree
e shared outccomes’
actions’

x3,
x with a related challeng
ge:

x2. A resp
ponse given tto this challe
enge was

for working with multiiple stakeholders stated:
all three locations, the idea of

‘G
Getting consensus on

‘Scales o
of Agreemen
nt 0 1 2 3 4 5 6’. A leaf

‘Goo
od skills in deliberative dia
alogue facilita
ation’

mes with multiple objective
es’
‘Outcom

. In

came u
up. This requ
uires

merging multiple age
endas. While it can take a degree of efffort to find common grou
und and align
n
programmes (includin
ng the need tto

‘ Liink outcomess to what peo
ople care abo
out’ and

‘Sell

the bene
efits’), this pro
ocess can ge
enerate greatter involveme
ent over time
e. As one parrticipant put itt,
‘Deliverin
ng multiple b
benefits = mo
ore money’.

COMMU
UNICATION
N AND PUBLLICITY
Ideas aro
ound publicitty were a com
mmon theme
e across all w
workshops. Id
deas in this area were writtten more
common
nly on green leaves
l
(future
e possibilitiess) than brown leaves (wh
hat is working
g well), sugge
esting that
this is a ffruitful area ffor future devvelopment, ra
ather than an
n area that is working well at the moment. The
relevant stakeholderss of the catch
hment may n
not all be invo
olved or even
n aware of op
pportunities to
o be
involved. Publicity wa
as seen as a way to reach
h a wider aud
dience so tha
at their particcipation may be gained.
Involving
g civil societyy is a necessa
ary aspect off CaBA as is mandated b
by the CSI. Th
he following list shows
a selectio
on of the ideas around pu
ublicity from tthe data.
‘G
Getting local celebrity end
dorsement’
‘G
Good publicitty success sttories’
‘G
Get local press articles’
‘S
Session on ccatchment be
efore the wea
ather on regio
onal news’
‘P
Parish Newslletter Web Articles’
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‘W
Website/bette
er sharing off projects/info
o’
‘R
Rivers exhibition’
‘U
Use other communication
n to reach oth
hers e.g. Twitter’
‘E
Essex Riverss Hub Websitte’
‘B
Book has bee
en produced about the rivver’
Seven green leaves ssuggested th
he future usage of a speccific social me
edia site or so
ocial media in general,
giving the impression
n that there iss more that ccan be done to
t make the most of socia
al media in th
he
catchme
ents. Altogeth
her, three bro
own leaves to
outed the succcess of using social med
dia but three grey
leaves noted the cha
allenge of usin
ng social me
edia. This is an
a example of
o a discussio
on around so
ocial
media:
‘S
Social media
a’
‘U
Use of social media (FB/T
Twitter/etc.)’
‘L
Lack of confid
dence/wantin
ng to do socia
al media’
The use of social me
edia brings up
p two importa
ant considera
ations when trying
t
to spre
ead awareness of
CaBA an
nd to increase engageme
ent: ‘What demographics a
are the partn
ners trying to engage with
h?’, and
‘What me
echanism will produce the best resultss for the diffe
erent stakeho
olders?’, e.g. personal en
ngagement
with farm
mers was see
en as likely to
o be more efffective than tthe use of so
ocial media in
n trying to rea
ach this
group of stakeholderss. A commen
nt attached to
o a leaf sugg
gesting that social media is
i working we
ell stated,
‘Especia
ally young peo
ople? a convversation’. Ass already disccussed, enga
agement with
h youth receivved a lot
of attentiion during the
e workshopss, and social media may be
b an effectivve path to rea
aching this pa
articular
group.

ALIGNM
MENT WITH CABA GUI DANCE
I the course
In
e of the analyysis, some id
deas were tag
gged as a ‘Principle’. These referred to the way
CaBA should be co
onducted. Ass DEFRA (2
2013b) has provided gu
uidance for CaBA, the workshops
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d an opportun
nity to explorre the guidan
nce for peoplle working att the catchment level. Th
he following
provided
figure sh
hows an overrview of the kkey ideas tha
at were tagge
ed as ‘Princip
ples’.
Figure 4 - Principles (Rivers Trust Ketso Works
shops, 2014)

T theme of
The
o inclusion ca
an be seen in
n the Commo
on Strategy on
o the Implem
mentation of the WFD
(CSI) as it ‘recognise
es the importa
ance of an acctive involvem
ment of stake
eholders, NG
GO’s and the civil
society’ (European
(
C
Commission, 2001, p. 18).. Inclusion is emphasized
d by a report into the CaBA Pilots,
which sta
ates that a ke
ey way of wo
orking should
d be ‘working collaborative
ely with a bro
oad range of
stakeholders to ensure representation of issue
es of concern
n’ (Cascade et al., 2011, p. 10). The CSI
C goes
on to sta
ate that the ‘p
process shou
uld be based on the princiiples of openness and tra
ansparency’ ((European
Commisssion, 2001, p
p. 18). Furthe
ermore, Tippe
et et al. (2005
5) state that ‘effective parrticipation ca
an only
take placce in an environment of trrust, transparrency, respecct, and openness’ (p. 296
6). The worksshop
revealed
d that the thin
nking of those
e working at the catchment level align
ns closely to the
t guidance
e given for
the Wate
er Frameworkk Directive as well as research into so
ocial learning
g in river basiin manageme
ent.
E
Evaluation
an
nd or self-refflection are ccritical compo
onents of soccial learning. Self-reflectio
on came up
multiple times in the w
workshop. Fo
or instance, one
o participa
ant wrote

‘Looking
g back at the
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consequences of action taken’
Learn from m
mistakes’ and
d
‘L

. The leaf

‘Monito
oring & review
wing progress’ was follow
wed by
‘Be
ecause you'rre not learnin
ng when it's g
going right’. T
Though the

practical effectivenesss of particula
ar initiatives (e.g.
(
a comm
munity ‘clean--up day’) can
n be evaluate
ed, social
learning involves critiically assessing the proce
ess, for instance reflecting
g on how the
e community is being
engaged
d with, or who
o is benefittin
ng from actions taken. This level of se
elf-reflection ccan produce better
engagem
ment methods that should
d, in turn, imp
prove the effe
ectiveness off initiatives.
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4.0 CONCLUSION
The Ketso workshops provided an opportunity to develop ideas around stakeholder engagement
in CaBA. They also gave participants an opportunity to experience a hands-on toolkit for creative
engagement. As stakeholders in the process themselves, the participants developed ideas about how to
engage other stakeholders. The analysis of ideas pertaining to stakeholder engagement revealed useful
insights into engaging with the local community, such as empowering the local community and having
them identify actions. It also brought together a list of the different stakeholders that are currently being
engaged with or still remain as a future possibility for engagement. This section of the analysis also
contains numerous ideas for events. Feedback about the success of any such events, as well as the
factors that led to that success, would be useful information for other catchments wanting to host a similar
event. A range of ideas from overarching principles to detailed practical suggestions was thus developed.
The section on process had one major theme emerge: maintaining momentum by having consistent
action is important to keep people interested in the overall project. The section on communication and
publicity also contains a list of ‘what is working’ and ‘future possibilities’ for getting the word out about
what is being done in the catchments. The discussion of social media was an interesting topic to emerge,
as a lack of guidance in this area was identified. Utilising these tools is a ground-up approach to
spreading awareness that is likely to look different in each catchment, depending on existing use of social
media within the organisations involved, as well as different levels of engagement with social media on
behalf of the local communities.
The analysis of the ideas developed by participants gives an insight into how CaBA should and could be
conducted, and it is derived from a wide range of stakeholders, from catchment hosts the Environment
Agency and DEFRA. The ideas surrounding how CaBA should be conducted show a broad similarity with
the key principles set out in DEFRA's guidance and in the academic literature on social learning. This
indicates that the key principles are applied in the local contexts, and workshops such as the ones
analysed in this report provide opportunities for catchment hosts to share best practice and learning, as
well as to discuss the contextual factors that are important to consider when adapting the process to each
particular catchment.
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This report was based on a data set produced from six Ketso workshops hosted by the Rivers
Trust. It contextualised the topic of the workshops and brought in the concept of social learning to
supplement the ideas that were generated. The data set was large and contained many discussions that
were not addressed in this report. The full set of data can be downloaded from the Ketso website6. The
analysis is an attempt to provide a synthesis of key ideas to emerge that are relevant to the CaBA
process and stakeholder engagement. Engaging with stakeholders is an underlying principle of CaBA, but
how those stakeholders are engaged with is a matter to be determined in context within each CaBA
process. The analysis contains concrete ideas, such as event days or potential stakeholders, as well as
key lessons learned from existing practice in the catchments. It is hoped that this analysis can be of use
to the catchments in developing their unique CaBA process.

6

http://www.ketso.com/examples‐case‐studies/environment‐sustainability#CABA
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